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The Multistate Goat is your essential resource for preparing for the Multistate Bar Exam! Contained

in this book are 410 authentic MBE questions released from the National Conference of Bar

Examiners. They are the NCBE's most recently released questions, so you can be assured that you

are preparing with the most reliable questions available! This book includes: - Answer explanations

for every question - A study plan for the MBE - Practice MBEs by subject area or mixed -

Information on how to instantly access 1,200+ more MBE questions for FREE - Tools for keeping

track of your progress - Worksheets to help you assess your weak areas - Advice on how to prepare

for Civil Procedure MBEs and every Civil Procedure question released by the NCBE
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This afternoon, I found out I passed the July 2015 NJ Bar Exam. After having taken it twice before

with the help of a certain "Big Box Bar Review" (BBBR) program worth at least $3k and coming up

short, I was seriously considering giving up, as this test was such an uphill battle for me.But then I

decided to "think outside the box", and I discovered this book while perusing independent sources

from BBBR and the thing that jumped out at me most was "Authentic Licensed MBE Questions." If

you ask anyone whose taken the test recently, they may elaborate that the MBE has apparently

gotten harder. I had noticed this from studying with BBBR when the questions seemed to come out

of left field. I failed NJ in July 2014 by 20 points and then again in February 2015 by 8. At that point,

I was 90% convinced it was going to be impossible for me to pass this test.Although, when I found



Multistate Goat, I knew with this book I was giving myself a fair chance. My technique deviated

slightly from Klein. I started out by doing 30 problems, then gradually increasing to 50. By the month

of the test I was doing a full OPE every other day (Tuesdays and Thursdays spent on essay

practice). By the week of, I was doing two full OPEs (200 questions) every other day. It was

important to keep my stamina in check as I wanted to be as familiar with the conditions as possible.

I also supplemented Civ Pro by usingÂ Civil Procedure MBE Practice Questions: Simulated MBE

Practice Questions Testing Civil Procedure with Answers and ExplanationsBy the time I took the

test, the MBE felt hard, but not unbelievably frustrating and sisyphean like it had for me before. I

owe it all to this book. I got my results today and I passed, with my MBE score having gone up an

extra 10 points.Jessica Klein, if you are reading this - THANK YOU! You saved my career. :-)

I stumbled upon this book in late June 2015, right after this book was published. I used it to study for

the July 2015 California Bar Examination, and I listened to the instructions in this book and used this

book as my ONLY source to study for the MBE. As explained in this book, using the made up or

extremely outdated practice questions will not help you. You'll only be hurting yourself by going with

the "big name" bar prep courses out there because once you get to test day, the actual questions

will look nothing like the ones you have been studying.This book only uses actual, and recent

questions released by the NCBE. This is the second state bar I've passed, the first time I used one

of the big test prep companies and I walked out of the MBE feeling a little blindsided, because the

questions on exam day were nothing like the ones I had studied. After using this book, however, I

walked out of the second day of the exam feeling as if I recognized both the content and the

structure of all of the questions on the exam. It boosted my confidence and enabled me to finish the

questions in record time. Most importantly, I PASSED!I highly recommend this book to everyone.

Only use this book to study for the MBE. You'll save time, money, and are much more likely to pass

. It's a no-brainer!Good luck!

I ordered Barbri and it didn't fit my learning style. I found this book on . This, along with Critical Pass

bar cards got me through. I can't recommend this book enough. And yes, I passed the first time.

I only have a basis of comparison as to Barbri (haven't taken Themis or Kaplan) and the samples in

the Goat are more like the ones on the actual MBE.

I love this book. I relied on it during my bar study days to pass the bar. The best part is the advice



the author gives in the beginning. Get this book and do as the author says and you will be in good

hands.

Passed the Bar the second time around thanks to this book. I actually got a higher MBE score than

the median! Incredible, just focus on these practice questions and answers along with Barbi's

books.

Very helpful! The book basically contains the 4 OPEs that you would have to spend $200 on to buy

online. So it's worth it just for that. Also, the first few pages go through strategy and suggests a

budget friendly approach for passing the bar exam. I found this extremely helpful, especially since I

took the bar without taking a traditional review course.

I purchased this book after failing the Bar Exam by less than 2 points!! I did what the author

suggests in the book and completed all of the questions. I wrote the rules and really studied the

explanations. Well, I just learned some great news: I passed the bar exam!! I credit my success to

this book. I HIGHLY suggest that you purchase this book and NOT use a bar review company. I had

originally used BarBri when I failed. This is the only book that you need.
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